
INDUSTRIAL PAINTS 

ROAD LINE MARKING PAINT 
CHLORINATED RUBBER (SAFE LEVEL OF CTC) BASED ALKYD  RM 01 
* DURABLE & RAPID DRYING COATING 

* SUITABLE FOR APPLICATION OVER CONCRETE & ASPHALT SURFACES  

* SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR MACHINE APPLICATION FOR SPEEDY MARKING 

USES:  It is single pack fast drying coating based on a durable alkyd modified chlorinated rubber resin. It may be 

applied to concrete and bitumen surfaces without bleeding or discoloration, providing clean lines of high 

visibility. It is recommended for making roadways, car parks and pavements. Successfully used on 

Pakistan Motorway. This product contains Chlorinated rubber resin with a safe level of CTC. 

RESISTANCE GUIDE: 
HEAT RESISTANCE: Upto 65oC (Dry)  ALKALIES: Not suitable for strongly 

alkaline   environments 

WEATHERABILITY: Good WATER: Resistant to rain. 

SOLVENTS: Resists splash and spillage of 

alcohol and mineral turpentine 

ABRASION: Excellent 

  TOXICITY:  Dry film is practically non-

Toxic unless lead pigments 

are used. 

ACIDS: Not suitable for strongly acidic 

environments. 

  

TYPICAL PROPERTIES AND APPLICATION DATA: 

CLASSIFICATION: Chlorinated rubber finish. WET FILM PER COAT: 200 Micrometers  

FINISH: Flat DRY FILM PER COAT: 90-110 Micrometers (High 

DFT can be achieved with 

Machine Application)  

COLOUR 

REFERENCE: 

White, Yellow & Black NUMBER OF COATS: Two (With Machine 

Application) 

COMPONENTS: One DRYING TIME AT 25oC 

AND 50% HUMIDITY 

TOUCH 

HANDLE 

RECOAT 

MIN MAX 

 

30 minutes 

4 hours  

12 hours Indefinite. 

VOLUME SOLIDS: 

WEIGHT SOLIDS: 

S.GRAVITY: 

50+-4% varies with colours. 

72+-2% varies with colours. 

1.50+-0.05 

 

  

FLASH POINT: 23oC   

THINNER:  Kemobel Thinner SUITABLE SUBSTRATES: Cleaned and dust free 

surfaces. 

SHELF LIFE: 6 months min (25oC). Avoid 

storage under hot conditions. 

PRIMERS: Itself 

 

LINE SHADE: 

  

 406- APPLICATION METHODS: 

 

Airless spray (Machine 

Application). 

Brush and Roller 

THEORETICAL SPREADING RATE AT RECOMMENDED 

DRY FILM THICKNESS 
A spreading rate of 2.5 m2/liter corresponds to 200 

micrometers dry film thickness assuming no losses on a 

non-porous and non-absorbent surface. 

Practical spreading rates will vary depending on such factors 

as methods and conditions of application and surface 

roughness (profile).  

 



INDUSTRIAL PAINTS 

ROAD LINE MARKING PAINT 
TYPICAL APPLICATION SPECIFICATIONS: 
PAINT CONSUMPTION:  Consumption of Road Line Marking Paint is higher for first coat on concrete and bitumen 

surfaces as these surfaces are porous and need excessive paint to fill the surface profile. 
Practical coverage figures are easily reproduced and controlled with spray machine 
application. To calculate accurate spreading rate first of all DFT/spray feed for at least 3 feet 
strip should be adjusted on Mild steel surface.  

SURFACE  PREPARATION:  Clean the surface properly with stiff nylon brush ,wipe grease/oil with petrol or mineral 

turpentine before application of the  Road Line Marking Paint. 

APPLICATION:    Contents should be stirred thoroughly before and occasionally during use. Do not add thinner 

to paint. However if need be a maximum 5% of Kemobel Thinner can be added to facilitate 
the spray machine application. 

ROLLER:    Apply direct from the container. For hot and windy conditions, the material may be thinned 
Upto 10 % with  

BRUSH:    Kemobel Thinner. 
AIRLESS SPRAY:   Do not add thinner in normal conditions. However upton 5% Kemobel thinner can be added to 

facilitate spray depeding on temperature/environmental conditions and apply with equipment 
such as Graco, Hermex, Binks or others using a 30:1 or 40:1 pump ratio, with a fluid tip of 
375-450 micrometers (.013-.015") and an air supply of 80-100 p.s.i. 

OTHERS:    Ensure that lead containing colours are not used in areas subject to strong acidic conditions 
or subject to splash or spillage of concentrated alkalies. Use optional lead free colours in 
these instances. The rate of drying is dependent upon temperature.  Do not apply at 
temperature below 0oC. Do not weld or flame cut through steel coated with Kemobel C/R 
Finish. 

CLEAN UP:    Clean up all equipment with Kemobel Thinner. 

RECOATING AGED   Remove the old loose paint by abrading, scuffing the surface. Roughen the surface of old ICI  
ROAD LINE MARKING   Road Marking Paint film using sanding machines/papers. Wash and scrub the surface using 
                                                                                 water to remove adhered dirt, debris, loose coating and contaminants, allow to dry, then       
                                                                                apply the new paint is desired. 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS  Road Line Marking Paint is a solvent borne paint based on a chlorinated rubber resin, various 

pigments and other additives. Some colours may contain lead pigmentation. If the colour 
contains lead pigmentation then this paint presents a danger to young children from eating 
the dried paint and should not be used on toys, furniture, or wherever there is a risk of the 
paint being swallowed by a child and on roofs used to collect drinking water, or any surface 
likely to come into contact with food. 

BEFORE USE:   Read "instructions for use" and any precautionary labels on containers. 
STORAGE:    Store as required for a flammable liquid class in a bounded area under cover. Store in well 

ventilated area away from sources of heat or keep containers closed at all times. 
HANDLING:   As with any chemical, ingestion, inhalation, and prolonged or repeated skin contact should be 

avoided by good occupational work practice. Eye protection should be worn where there is a 
risk of splashes entering the eyes. 

USING:    Use with good ventilation and avoid inhalation of vapour and spray mist.  If risk of inhalation of 
spray mists exists, wear combined organic vapour/particulate respirator.  When spray 
painting, users should comply with the provisions of the respective State Spray Painting 
Regulations. 

FLAMMABILITY:   Road Line Marking Paint is flammable.  All sources of ignition must be eliminated in, or near 
the working area. DO NOT SMOKE.  Fight fire with foam, CO2, dry chemical powder. On 
burning will emit toxic fumes. 

    WELDING:   Avoid inhalation of fumes if welding surfaces coated with this paint.  
Grind off coating before welding. 

EMERGENCY TREATMENT:  EYES:  Irrigate with copious quantities of water for fifteen minutes. Seek 
      medical assistance if effect persists. 
    SKIN:  Remove paint using proprietary industrial skin cleanser. Wash skin 

thoroughly with soap and water. Remove contaminated clothing and 
wash before re-use.  If irritation occurs seek medical advice. 

INHALATION: Remove victim from exposure - avoid becoming a casualty. Remove 
contaminated clothing and loosen remaining clothing.  Allow patient 
to assume most comfortable position and keep warm. Keep at rest 
until fully recovered. Seek medical advice if effects persist. 

    INGESTION: Give water to drink.  DO NOT induce vomiting. Seek immediate 
medical assistance. 

PACKAGING: Available in 4 Litres & 20 Litres packs. 

All information contained in this Data Sheet is as accurate and up-to-date as possible. Products can be expected to perform as indicated in 
this Sheet, so long as applications and application procedures are as recommended.  However there are no expressed or implied warranties 
other than those implied mandatories by State.  

PDS-KRLMP 


